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“MONOTYPE”

DISPLAY MACHINE

INSTRUCTION BOOK

INTRODUCTION

In the following instructions “right”, “left”, “front” and

“rear” are understood to be taken when the attendant is

stationed with the pump mechanism on his right and the

cams on his left. When referring to a part removed from the

machine, right, left, front or rear are assumed from the

position such part occupies on the machine, with the

attendant stationed as stated.

Variety of Product

The rangeof the machine is all sizes of type, spaces,
borders and ornaments from 5 to 48 point.

Leads and rules in any of the usual thicknesses from

14 point to 12 point.
Nore: A Display Machine is normally equipped to cast type

up to 36 points (48 points setwise). The extra parts for 42 and
48 point (60 points setwise) are only supplied to special order.

Generally speaking, the changes are in connection with the

type carrier, the sizing and ejecting mechanism, and the

pump.

THE CAMS

The two sets of cams are geared together by means of an

intermediate gear, two teeth of which are marked “0” and

“1” respectively. The gear of the driven cam shaft is marked

“0” and the gear of the driving cam shaft is marked “1” (this
mark is positioned at 340°). At a certain position in the
machine’s revolution, the figures ‘‘0-0” and “1-1” must

synchronise.
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The A or type carrier cams bring the mould cross block
and type carrier to position when casting type, and operate
the mould blade when casting strip material.

The B or pump cams operate the mechanism which forces
the molten metal into the mould.

The D or centring pin lever cams move the centring pin
lever which takes the matrix-case to and from the mould,
accurately positions the matrix upon the mould, and clamps
it ready to receive the molten metal against the punched end.

The G or mould blade cams cause the blade to open to a

position decided by the sizing wedges and to eject the type
from the mould into the type carrier.

The H or type pusher cams cause the type to be pushed
through the carrier into a channel leading to the galley.

The shear cam revolves with the driving cams and recipro-
cates the shear cam lever which works the shear blade for

parting the strip at the required length.

TYPE CARRIER

The type carrier is connected to the mould crossblock,
which it brings to position for a type to be cast. After a cast

has been made, the mould crossblock is moved so that the jet
at the foot of the type is sheared off. The type is then ejected
from the mould into the type carrier, and the jet is ejected
into the melting pot. The carrier then returns the crossblock
to casting position. During the time that a type is being cast,
the type previously cast is pushed out of the type carrier into

the type channel.

The type carrier extension a22B must be adjusted so that

the face of the sleeve a22n2 against which the spring abuts is

four inches from the end of the carrier.

When the type carrier connecting rod yoke a2185 is con-

nected to the cam lever extension b72r4 in the A-1 position,
the movement of the carrier from the casting position to the

position in which it receives type from the mould must be

exactly 2,5,”. Raise or lower the cam lever extension to obtain

this dimension.

Having obtained the correct length of stroke, turn the

machine to casting position 220° and adjust the carrier

connecting rod 218 until the face of carrier against which the

type is clamped is exactly level with the face of the fixed type

TYPE CARRIER CAM LEVER EXTENSION 3

channel block a51rF. Turn machine to 90° and check that the

face of the carrier against which the type is clamped is exactly
14” from end face of ““B” pin block. :

The various type carrier connections for different point
sizes are as follows:

b72E4 5651

iand A~—Composition.
2 5, B—14 to 36 point Display.
3 ,, B—14 to 24 point Large Type Composition. Use

» mould cross block coupling hook 5681,

3 ,, B—14to 18 point Display Type; use typechannel
block hSiFF, and mould cross block coupling
hook 5681,

4 ,, A—42 and 48 point Display.

TYPE SUPPORT SPRING

As the type is being delivered into the type carrier, it is
-

prevented from falling on its side by a type support spring.
Immediately the type is clear of the mould, the carrier pro-
ceeds to its left-hand position, and on its way the type is

gripped by the type clamp; the support spring is then drawn

away from the type, so that when the carrier is brought to

rest, the pusher may eject the type into the channel leading to

the galley. The above condition applies when producing
types in set sizes of 24 points or less. For over 24 point, the

cam on the type carrier shoe (long) should be raised as stated

on the part so that the spring is out of action. Failure to do
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this may result in the type support spring beingbadlystrained.

TYPE CARRIER SHOE PLATE FOR OPENING TYPE CLAMP

The plate c24B2 has a tongue -3,” wide and is used when
casting type from 5 point to 14 point. Use the plate a24n2
with a §” tongue when casting type over 14 points up to
36 points.

NORMAL WEDGE LOCKING PIN

The normal wedge locking pin holds the wedge in a

definite position so that the mould blade will be adjusted
accurately to the required size. See that it slides freely in its
bearings without the slightest shake. If, in adjusting, the
locking pin becomes too tight in its bearing, turn back the
nut 1485 and tap it lightly on the top with a piece of wood or

lead, and then tighten up again to within a short distance of
its previous position. Never leave the nut off its seating.

Turn the machine until the centring pin lever is at its
highest position and insert a normal wedge. Unscrew the nuts
on top end of locking pin until locking pin engages with a

tooth in wedge. Adjust the lower nut so that it is clear of the
spring abutment 14810.

Note: When locking or unlockingthe nuts at top of locking
pin, always use two spanners; failure to do so may cause the
threaded portion of pin to become loose in the lower end.

MOULD BLADE OPERATING MECHANISM
The mould blade cam lever moves a connecting rod first in

one direction to pull the mould blade back prior to the casting
of a type, and then in the opposite direction after casting, to

eject the type from the mould. Excess of lever motion in
either direction is absorbed by springs.

Tighten the nut 16c9 on the end of the mould blade
operating rod al6c and then unscrew one-half-turn. Lock
firmly in this position.

With the wedges set to give an opening of approximately
12 points, adjust the mould blade connecting rod 45z so that
there is }” compression on the sizing spring 16c10. Turn
machine until mould blade is in its maximum forward
position, and check that there is approximately }” clearance

MOULD BLADE COMPOUND LEVER 5

between the ejectingspring abutment 16c3 and the distance
sleeveal6cl.

MOULD BLADE COMPOUND LEVER b44z7, ABUTMENT a96r1
AND COLLAR b4429

The mould blade must draw back far enough to permit
type 48 points wide to be cast. This change in the stroke of
the mould blade is made by taking the screw a44n8 and its
collar b44z9 from the compound lever b44n7 and screwing it
into the abutment a96z1, placing the collar between the
compound lever and abutment.

For type cast from small composition moulds, the com-

pound lever must be locked to its cam lever.
For type cast from large composition moulds, and display

type up to 19 points setwise, the compound lever and collar
must be connected to the abutment so that the dow level of
collar contacts on the lever.

For display type over 19 points setwise to the maximum
opening of 48 points, the compound lever and collar must be
connected to the abutment so that the high level of collar
contacts on the lever.

TYPE PUSHER
The type pusher should push the type ss” beyond the

spring latches in the channel blocks. Adjust the type pusher
connecting rod 77£ to obtain this condition.

THE PUMP

The pump mechanism includes a pump body fitted at one
end with a nozzle and at the other end with apiston.Levers lift the pump body so that the nozzle makes contact
with the mould, and the piston then forces metal into the
mould against the face of the matrix, thus forming a piece of
type. The nozzle is then moved away from the mould, so that
it shall not become cooled by too long contact with the mould.

A valve prevents the bulk of metal in the pump body from
following the piston on the return stroke, so that the supplymust enter through the inlet. A small hole in this valve,
however, allows sufficient metal to return so that no metal
will remain at the nozzle point.
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THE’ PISTON

The loose end on piston should be adjusted so as to have

gs” vertical movement.

As the piston descends, the lower face of the nut al7#13

makes a metal-tight joint with the loose end of piston; as the

piston rises, the loose end comes away from the nut, per-

mitting the metal to flow down the inside of the piston end
and through the grooves in the washer.

Two pistons are supplied for type casting; the longer of

these is designed for a stroke not exceeding }” and is used
for :2” +2" composition moulds and display moulds up to

18 point. The other is for a maximum stroke of 43” for use

with large-type composition moulds and display type moulds
"

from 24 point to 36 point.
There are also two pistons for casting strip material. The

longer one in this case is marked “14-4 Point”, and has only
one slot in the loose end washer, instead of four as is the case

with the other pistons. The other piston is the same as the

display piston (5 to 18 point), and is used for casting 6 and

12 point leads and rules.

PUMP CONNECTING RODS

Adjust the pump cam lever connecting rod 68: so that the

pump body operating lever 34u contacts firmly on the pump
rocker arm a33H without compressing plunger spring a33H6

more than #,” when the cam lever is at the end of its forward

stroke.

Adjust the pump bell crank connecting rod 22H, between

the pump rocker arm and the bell crank 21H, so that the

distance between the centres of the connectingpins is 103”.

NOZZLE POSITION

The melting pot must be positioned so that the nozzle is

quite free to seat in the mould. To test, have the nozzle 14u

in use, remove the piston, attach the nozzle gauge 8cr3 and

place the machine and melting pot in casting position; release

the pump hand trip, and turn machine to 220°.

Depress the operating lever 29H and see that nozzle seats

quite freely in the gauge when the operating lever is released.

Should it not do so, proceed according to the following
instructions concerning squaring the nozzle.

TIMING THE PUMP 7

SQUARING NOZZLE TO MACHINE BASE

With the melting pot and machine still in casting position,
place between the lifting lever a26HH and the boss of the

swing frame b37H sufficient packing just to fill the gap, then

lower the melting pot.
Remove the nozzle and nozzle gauge, and return the

melting pot to casting position with the packing still in the

gap. Attach the nozzle squaring post 8cr6 and regulate the

nuts 28H4 and 28H5 which raise the lifting lever, so that the

squaring post is correctly at right angles with the machine

base.
Remove the packing and squaring post, replace the nozzle

and gauge and, if necessary, re-adjust the nozzle position.

TIMING THE PUMP

With the mould and matrix-case in position, insert the

piston in pump body, raise melting pot to casting position.
See that the plates a63H1 and latch 57H1 are disengaged.
Loosen the nuts at lower end of rod 31u1, so that they are

well clear of the casting, release pump hand trip and turn

machine to 220°. Adjust the crosshead stop 3148 so that the

connecting pin 32H1 is free in the hole in piston lever, with
most of the 4,” clearance between pin and hole on the under-

side of pin. Rotate the upper nut 31113 at lower end of rod

31u1 until it just contacts with the casting. Turn machine and
lock the nuts 3113 firmly in position.

TIMING THE SEATING AND WITHDRAWAL OF NOZZLE

Place the four plates a63H1 in their operative position.
Insert piston in pump body. Raise melting pot to casting
position. Release the pump trip handle a3512. Turn machine

- to 200° and adjust the nuts at top end of pump body operating
rod so that the operating lever 29H has +,” clearance in the

deep slot of piston lever. Turn machine to 360° and adjust the

piston operating rod crosshead stud a19u5 just clear of the
lever 29H.

:

USE OF PUMP BODY SPRING ROD STOP PLATES a63H1,
LATCH 57H1 AND PISTON SPRING xa20H

When casting small type and thin strip material, the piston
stroke commences immediately the pump body spring rod

Cc
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stop nut 3113 reaches the casting of the swing frame post.
For large type and the larger sizes of strip material, improved
results are obtained by means of the stop plates, which can be

placed in the path of the stop nut in order to vary the stroke
of the piston for differentpoint sizes and sets.

The following table gives the approximate number of

plates to be used when casting the various sizes of type:
4 plates when casting 36 point by 36 point

63/455 0 BOO ee Uy
2 es . EOE RSRaT Sane
Lee, a FSO ee ee

Sa eo ie 20h as 302
a:

Dies iy wee 24d, 24,
Los so Pe LEU ee iakanuhy

Let: : » 12, lead and rule

dena; POM eine

The latch 57H1 should be brought into action when

casting display type and strip material other than 1}, 2 and 3

point, in order that the piston spring may be compressed and
then suddenly released,to cause a stronger and quicker pres-
sure to be applied to the piston. Adjust the nuts 62H4 and
62H5 at top of latch stand shaft so that the latch will drop
freely into position with the minimum of clearance.

The piston spring rod nut a20H8 should be at the extreme

top of the rod a20H1 when using composition moulds up to
and including 12 point. For other work the nut should be

graduallyscrewed down, according to the point size and
set” of the type being cast, until solid type is obtained.

Whencasting 14 point, the nut will be, upon the average,

see +ae ter
of

a ay
when on 36 point large “set”

etters (such as M or the n
i i

Hl

Ee Sieben
) ut will be approximately 14

There can be no hard and fast rule about these instructions

as the quality of type metal varies considerably, and worn
pistons and pump bodies give results different from those
obtained on new machines. i

The attendantshould therefore make out charts to suit his
own conditionsand experience. After a little practice at the

machine,carefully studying the effects obtained by the use of

differentnumbersof plates and varying compression of the

piston spring, the attendant soon acquires experience which

CENTRING PIN LEVER AND BRIDGE 9

automatically induces him to adjust the pumping mechanism
to suit the quality of the metal he is using and the product he

is casting.
PUMP TRIP TUBE COLLAR

Release the pump hand trip and turn the machine to 100°

so that the rocker arm latch engages with the pump operating
lever. Adjust the collar b49p1 on the tube a49pp so that the

side of collar is @y”clear of the latch. Lock the collar firmly in

position. (The lower clamping sleeve in collar has a boss

round its lower end so that the collar can be freed by in-

serting a screwdriver end between the boss and the collar.)

CENTRING PIN LEVER AND BRIDGE
—

The function of these parts is to take the matrix-case to and

from the mould, and to operate the centring pin.

CENTRING PIN BUSHING

Before placing the bridge on machine, adjust the sleeve

a6a6 at the top end of bushing, and the nut a6a22 at the lower

end, so that the centring pin will slide freely without the
slighest shake.

BRIDGE LEVER FULCRUM ROD

See that the fulcrum rod a2a2 is screwed tightly into the

rod yoke 2a3, and that the distance from the upper surface

of the bridge casting to the centre of the hole in the forked

eye is 445". After tightening the rod firmly in position, see

that the end of the bridge lever b2aa enters freely into the

fork of the bridge lever connecting link 2a1.

DESCENT OF MATRIX-CASE

With the composition matrix-case in the central position,
and machine at about 345°, remove the link pin xa3a, loosen

the two carrying frame stop nuts 42 and insert two thick-

nesses of spool paper between the mould and the matrix-case.

Depress the bridge lever b2aa to ensure that the full pres-

sure of the crosshead spring a4a11 is being exerted, and bring
down one stop nut 4a2 until the matrix puts sufficient drag on

the paper, so that if lightly pulled it can be drawn between

matrix and mould without tearing. Continue to depress the

bridge lever and-bring down the other stop nut 4a2 until the

paper is free, then very slightly unscrew this nut until the
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paper can again just be drawn without tearing. Lock both
nuts firmly in position and check that the adjustment is
correct.

ASCENT OF MATRIX-CASE

The adjustment for this should not be made until the
descent of the matrix-case has been correctly adjusted.

ca
the link pin xa3a and loosen the crossbeam lock nut

Place the matrix-case in the central position and turn
machine to casting position 220°.

Placeone thickness of spool paper between the nut 49 and
the bridgeleverb2aa, and bring down the nut until it just
contacts with the paper. Lock the nuts firmly together and
check setting.

TIMING THE CENTRING PIN

With the link pin xa3a inserted and the matrix-case still in
the central position, turn the machine slowly until one thick-
ness of spool paper can just be withdrawn without tearing
from betweenthe matrix-case and the mould. Loosen the

centring pin lock nut 5a2 and rotate the adjusting nut 5al to

ae oanSanebetweenthe underside of adjusting nut
and top of centring pin spring abu’

Lock the nut and cheesti ee

CENTRING PIN AUXILIARY SPRING

_

When casting from small composition matrices, the matrix
is held on the mouldby the centring pin spring a53. For all
other type casting a centring pin auxiliary spring xb36a
should be placed between the centring pin spring abutments

e5a4and a5a5 so that the extra pressure applied to the pump
piston cannot cause the molten metal to raise the matrix off
the mould.

To remove the auxiliary spring, move the matrix-caseso

that the centring pin cannot enter the cone hole, turn machine
until centring pin lever is in its lowest position, insert the gag
30cT1between the upper abutment and the washers, turn
machine so that lever is in its highest position, and remove

gag complete with bracket.

SPEED REGULATING MECHANISM Ir

MATRIX HOLDERS

The position of the composition matrix-case is controlled

by the holes in the extension in cross slide d5cc and by the

matrix holder positioner 3481.

Nore: The hole marked “S” in the rear block is for

standard matrix-cases. Use the other hole marked “E” when

casting from matrices in an extended matrix-case. Adjust the

sliding frame draw rod so that centring pin is central over a

low space matrix, then position a character matrix over mould

and see that the centring pin enters coned hole without

moving the matrix-case.

POSITIONING THE MATRIX HOLDERS

To position the 1” x1" display matrix holder a48aa, place
the pointer 55p1 in No. 9 position, insert matrix holder,
loosen the matrix holder positioning spring nut 48a3, turn

machine carefully round until the centring pin seats in the

coned hole, see that the spring has correctly positioned itself

in the groove in top of sliding frame, and tighten the nut.

To position the electro display matrix holder a49aa, adjust
the cone hole slide a49a17 to the point required, place the

pointer 55p1 in No. 8 position, insert matrix holder, turn

machine carefully round and adjust the draw rod until the

cone hole is in line with the centring pin, release the two

screws b49a2 that hold the position spring a49al1, back off the

adjusting screw 49a22 in end of holder, turn machine care-

fully round until the centring pin seats in the coned hole,

adjust the screw 49a22 so that the position spring correctly
engages in the nick in the underside of sliding frame, lock the

spring and adjusting screw in position.
The position springs and draw rod may need re-setting if

the centring pin position is altered to obtain correct align-
ment.

SPEED REGULATING MECHANISM

When casting from small composition matrices, the

machine should be run with the tumbler handle in the No. 4

position (at belt speed). For other work the speed of the

machine, whichdependsupon the time required to cool the

_ product in the mould, must be reduced. An index plate
attached to the speed regulator indicates the position of the
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three change levers to give the correct casting speed for type
up to 36 points in body and set. Nineteen speeds are ob-
tainable.

With tumbler in No. 4 position, adjust the belt shifter

operating bar lever bracket 100E2 so that the face of the
shoulder on the rear end of the belt shifter operating bar
b97z1 comes ;" in front of the belt shifter ring b5z when
the starting handle 16982 is in the position it occupies when
the machine is at rest. Then, with tumbler at 1, 2 or 3,place
the starting handle in its ‘‘running” position, and see that the
clutch face of gear 10481 is almost touching the clutch pin
face of loose pulley. If necessary, re-adjust the bracket 10022
to obtain this condition.

With the starting handle out of engagement, and the
tumbler at 1, 2 or 3,adjust the speed bracket guide post nuts

122815 and 122816 so that there is &” clearance between the

lug at the lower end of the belt shifter ring and the bottom of
the notch in the clutch shifter plate lever 210527. See that the
belt shifter operating bar does not engage the belt shifter ring
when the starting handle is moved into the running position.

Disengage the starting handle, move the tumbler to its
No. 4 position and adjust the clutch control operating rod
102z1 to give ¢;" clearance between the under face of the rear

end of the belt shifter operating bar b97E1 and the bottom of
the slot in the belt shifter ring b5z.

INTERLOCKING LEVER MECHANISM

When the starting handle is placed in operating position, a

cam face on the belt shifter operating bar b97E1 pushes down
the interlocking lever operating rod b109z1, causing one end
of the interlocking lever x108z to engage in slot in the

quadrant shaft lever 129:3z, and the other end to engage with
a tooth in the tumbler; this prevents the quadrant shaft lever
12953z and the tumbler 133z1z being moved while the
machine is in motion. Place the starting handle in its

operating position and adjust the rod b1091 to give the
minimum possible clearance between end of rod and under-

side of the belt shifter operating bar b97z1 when the rod is
held down by hand. Test with tumbler and quadrant shaft
handle in each of their three positions.

==

DISPLAY TYPE SIZING q3

TYPE CHANNEL BLOCKS

5 to 24 point composition moulds, use xa51r, xa50F.

14 to 18 point display moulds, use xh51r, xa50r.

24 to 48 point display moulds, use xf50r, xk51F.

For 14 to 18 point display moulds use crossblock coupling
hook 5681. For other sizes use the coupling hook supplied
with mould.

Use the type guide 13cr1 for directingthe type into the

galley when casting from 14 to 18 point display and com-

position matrices.
:

When using composition moulds on a display machine,
connect the spring 60a5 between the blade lever and bridge
holding down screw 121 for low space casting, and between

blade lever and spring post x61a in galleypan shelf when
casting characters or high spaces. (The spring post x61a is

replaced by the crossblock oiler body pivot 32cr15 on .
machines equipped with crossblock oiler.)

DISPLAY TYPE SIZING

Before sizing up, see that the wedges are correctly posi-
tioned, otherwise the characters afterwards cast will not be

correct to size marked on their matrix.

A display normal wedge xb21p and displayjustification
wedge b11p are used to vary the set sizes of displaytype (the
front justification wedge is always at No. 8 position),but as

their range is not sufficient to cover all the sizes from 2}
points to 48 points, the following changes must be made:

2} points to 19 points. Use packing piece32cl.
19} points to 36 points. Remove packingpiece 32cl.

364 points to 48 points. Remove packing piece 32cl and

turn the mould blade adjusting screw back 12 points.
The packing piece 32cl rests on top of the mould blade

operating rod fork, straddling the mould blade abutment
.

slide. A lug on the packing piece operates between the abut-

ment slide adjusting screw cl4cl and end of mould blade.

When the screw 24488 is in the abutment a96z1 and pack-
ing piece is in use, place the cam lever extension collar b44£9
in its “low” position. Turn to the high level when packing
piece is out.
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DISPLAY MATRIX MARKING

Display matrices are marked with the face series number

and the point size of the type to be cast from them; also with

the set measurement in points. Thus, 199-18 towards one

end of the matrix means that the face series is No. 199, and

the body size is 18 point. At the other end of the same edge of

the matrix is a number indicating the “‘set”’ size in points to

which type must be cast from that matrix: such as 163,
indicating that the sizing wedges must be adjusted to 16}
points.

The “‘set” size, taken into consideration with the body size

of the type, is an indication of the speed at which the type
must be cast. A chart is provided from which the speed of

casting may be obtained from any matrix marking.
There are also in circulation a number of display matrices

which are marked with the face series number, the point size,

and wedge positions indicating the set size, thus, 159-24-*9-6

or 159-24-9-6. This indicates 159 series of face, 24 point;
with the asterisk it means 9%points in set, and without the

asterisk 262 points. Omission of the asterisk implies an

addition of 17 points. On these matrices the final 2 indicates

4 point, 4 indicates 4 point, and 6 indicates ? point.
‘When a correct type size has been obtained by the method

described under “DISPLAY TYPE SIZING” it is possible—with
moulds of the square nick pattern and certain moulds of the

round nick pattern converted to a larger opening—to cast

types in all sizes from 24 points to 48 points setwise. There
are, however, a number of round nick moulds in which the

maximum blade opening is not sufficient to allow the body of

certain of the characters in the many extended faces to be

cast in one piece. With these it is necessary to cast the body
with the character overhanging, and then to cast a high space

to support the overhangs.
Only the 1" x1” display matrices are used for these founts,

and the particular characters which are outside the range of

the mould are—in the case of matrices with new style marking
indicated on the matrix by the set size being greater than

the body size. For example: If a character of 393 points set is

to be cast on a mould with a maximum opening of, say 38

points, a high space must be cast to support the overhang of
the character. Place the wedges in position for 34 points and

sani
ete
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cast the type; subtract 34 points from the set size of the

character to find the thickness of the high space—in this

example it is 5} points—place the wedges and 17 point
packing piece in position for this size, change the matrix and

cast again.
When using matrices with the old style marking, the

characters which have to be dealt with in this way are marked

with two asterisks (**) in addition to figures indicating the

wedge positions. The asterisks indicate that the wedges
should be at 16-8 without the 17 point packing piece when

casting the character; the figures indicate the wedge positions
for the high space. For this the packing piece should be in

position.
This method has been adopted as the one calculated to give

the greatest degree of uniformity in wedge positioning, but in

some instances it is possible to prevent the disadvantage of

too great an overhang by departing from the above instruc-

tions; for by increasing the size of the body cast and de-

creasing the size of the supporting space the same final result
is obtained, so long as the thickness of the space is decreased

by exactly the same amount as the type body is increased.
The design of the face in many cases demands that certain

characters must overhang, therefore great care must be taken

that the final dimensions of the type plus the space are

correct.

CASTING FROM COMPOSITION MATRICES WITH

DISPLAY TYPE NORMAL WEDGE IN USE

It is possiblé to cast from any composition matrix by using
the display type normal wedge xc21p in conjunction with

the packing piece 32cl and the two composition justification
wedges 10p and b11p. This avoids the necessity of purchasing
a special normal wedge for every “‘set”” of matrices when

casting type for case. A table, “WerpcE PosITIONS FOR

Composition Matrices”, gives the positions in which the

wedges must be placed to produce the required type sizes.
To size up before commencing to cast type for case from

composition matrices, first ascertain the size of a type body
(preferably an 18-unit body) from the card supplied with
the machine, headed “Type Sizes FoR USE WITH NORMAL

D
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Wences”, then find the equivalent to this (or nearest larger
size) on the table on the card, and position the three wedges
as indicated. After sizing to this, and providing the wedges
are positioned as indicated for the different sizes required,
all the various types will be cast to correct width or to within

-00025”; this possible inaccuracy is negligible, but any dis-—

crepancy can be adjusted by manipulating the micrometer

wedge adjustment screw.

42-48 POINT ATTACHMENT

When this attachment is applied to a display machine, the

range of the machine is extended by introducing the cam

lever extension b72r4 so that 42 and 48 point type may be

cast, but in other respects the extension is the same as the

standard part a72n4 and must be adjusted as described for

that part.
When casting from 48 point Didot moulds, the type carrier

connecting rod 218 may need aslight adjustment to position
the carrier for correctly receiving type from the moulds.

Type Support Spring Xe31B.—This part is shorter than the

standard spring b31 and is used only with 48 point Didot

moulds.

Type Carrier Shoe Plate—When casting 42 and 48 point
type, the type clamp is opened wider by fitting a type carrier

shoe plate with a wider tongue. The symbol for this part is

b24B2.
Mould Blade CompoundLever c44z7, Abutment b96e1 and

Collar b4429—When casting from 42 or 48 point mould

insets, the standard compound lever and abutment must be

replaced by the longer compound lever and the shorter abut-

ment. These special parts can be used for all set sizes that can

be cast in these moulds, but they should be replaced by the

standard parts when casting from moulds having a body size

of 36 points or less. The reason for using these special parts
is that the mould. blade is shortened to make correct sizing
possible and therefore the standard parts would not give the

correct stroke to the mould blade bell crank; for the same

reason a mould blade operating rod fork pin d1l6c6 with

elongated head is supplied.
A machine equipped with the 48 point attachment has a

special compound lever stud b44810 and collar 44215 so that

the compound lever may be quickly changed.
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Weners”, then find the equivalent to this (or nearest larger
size) on the table on the card, and position the three wedges
as indicated. After sizing to this, and providing the wedges
are positioned as indicated for the different sizes required,
all the various types will be cast to correct width or to within

-00025”; this possible inaccuracy is negligible, but any dis-

crepancy can be adjusted by manipulating the micrometer

wedge adjustment screw.

42-48 POINT ATTACHMENT

When thi:

range of the

lever extens:

42-48 POINT ATTACHMENT

42-48 POINT DISPLAY TYPE SIZING 17

For types measuring below 14 points setwise, the com-

pound lever must be locked to its cam lever.

For types measuring from 14 to 36 point setwise, the com-

pound lever and collar b4429 must be connected to the abut-

ment so that the Jow level of collar contacts on the lever.

For types measuring over 36 points setwise to the extreme —

size, 60 points, the compound lever and collar b4429 must be

connected to the abutment so that the high level of collar

contacts on the lever.

42-48 POINT DISPLAY TYPE SIZING

The wedge positions for type from 42 and 48 point moulds
: We no longer supply the 42 and 48 point ih)

cast, but
a attachment for ihe Coneton Cena

standard pai Display Machine, but the information concern-

that part. ing this attachment is included for the benefit

When cas’ of those customers who already possess the

must be obtained from a chart. When sizing up, the wedges
must be correctly positioned, otherwise the characters after-

wards cast will not be the correct size.

The standard display normal wedge xc21p1 and display
~

connecting 1 attachment. | justification wedge b11p are used to vary the set sizes, but as

the carrier f
©

42 and 48 point type is included in the | their range is not sufficient to cover all the sizes from 2 points

Type Sup} product available on the Super Caster.
;

to 60 points, the following changes must be made:

standard spi THE MONOTYPE CORPORATION LTD. May 1949
{

2 points To 14 pornts: Use the 34 point packing piece

moulds. a32cl.

Type Car. |
type, the type clamp is opened wider by fitting a type carrier

shoe plate with a wider tongue. The symbol for this part is

b24B2.
:

Mould Blade CompoundLever c4487, Abutment b96z1 and

Collar b4429.—When casting from 42 or 48 point mould

insets, the standard compound lever and abutment must be

replaced by the longer compound lever and the shorter abut-

ment. These special parts can be used for all set sizes that can

be cast in these moulds, but they should be replaced by the

standard parts when casting from moulds having a body size

of 36 points or less. The reason for using these special parts
is that the mould blade is shortened to make correct sizing
possible and therefore the standard parts would not give the

correct stroke to the mould blade bell crank; for the same

reason a mould blade operating rod fork pin d16c6 with

elongated head is supplied.
A machine equipped with the 48 point attachment has a

special compound lever stud b44E10 and collar 4415 so that

the compound lever may be quickly changed.

onan
POINTS TO 31 points: Use the 17 point packing piece

cl.

31} points To 48 porns: Remove packing piece.
48} points To 60 PoINTs: Remove packing piece and turn

the mould blade adjusting screw back 12 points.
Note: If the mould in use is of the round nick pattern and

does not open to 60 points, the body of certain characters

must be cast in two pieces. The procedure for this is the same.

as for similar matrices in the ordinary display group, with the

exception that the 34 point packing piece must be in position
for the high space.

:

MATRIX MARKING 42-48 POINT

A AND WEDGE POSITIONS: Use 34 point packing piece.
%AND WEDGE POSITIONS: Use 17 point packing piece.
WEDGE POSITIONS ONLY: Packing piece not required.
‘** AND WEDGE POSITIONS: If mould opens to 60 points,

screw back the mould sizing screw 12 points, Otherwise, cast

the type body in two pieces.
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PUMP BODY FOR 42-48 POINT TYPE

The pump body with this attachment has a bore 1” in
diameter and is special for 42 and 48 point. In other respects
the pump is equipped as for display type up to 36 points, and
must be operated in accordance with the instructions under
that heading.

For 42 and 48 point type above 36 points setwise place
gear in 1AD (9 revolutions per minute).

LEADS AND RULES
A display machine equipped with the lead and rule mecha-

nism and suitable moulds can produce strip material in anythickness from 1} points to 12 points, and cut them auto-

matically to any desired length from 1” to 25”. Continuous
lengths beyond this may be cast, in which case they must be
cut by hand.

CHANGING FROM TYPE CASTING TO LEAD AND RULE CASTING

When preparing to cast leads or rules, it is necessary to
remove the following parts from the machine: bridge; both
type channel blocks; type carrier complete; type pusher and
guide; bridge lever connecting link; galley pan support
complete; pump body and piston.

Having removed all the foregoing parts, proceed as fol-
lows: The lead and rule pump body and its special nozzle
should first be put in the melting pot to heat up. When they
are hot, insert the piston (also hot).

Note: The longer piston for leads and rules is marked
“1-4 point”, and has only one slot in the loose end washer
instead of four as is the case with the other pistons. The
piston for 6 and 12 point is the same as the piston for display
casting and is supplied to ensure a close-fitting piston; use it
only for leads and rules.

Swing the mould blade operating bar 53B1 from top of
centring pin lever (where placed when not in use) into
operating position.

Place the centring pin lever bracket xc134e on the centring
pin lever from beneath and tighten the clamps.
ADJUSTMENTS FOR THE LEAD AND RULE MOULD OPERATING

é
MECHANISM

Before adjusting the auxiliary bracket, etc., attach mould
and micrometer wedge stand to machine and connect the

LEADS AND RULES 19

spring box lever link 14481 to the No. 2 position in the type
carrier cam lever extension.

To attach the Mould—Turn machine to 15°, withdraw the
mould blade as far as possible, raise the right end of mould
blade operating bar, connect it to the blade and lower mould
into position. Use a standard side clamp 49x, special front
clamp 8921 and three holding down screws b50z1. (These
screws are the same as the shortest screw used for attaching
composition moulds.)

To attach the Micrometer Wedge Stand x5183—Turn the
machine until the mould blade is at the right-hand end of its
stroke, and place the stand in the position normally occupied
by the type carrier shoes. At the right of the stand are two

holes; the right-hand hole positions the stand for a 4” stroke
of mould blade for casting rules, the left-hand hole for a 3"
stroke for leads. (Outer holes for 4” stroke, inner holes for 2”
stroke.) A fine adjustment of the stroke can be made by
raising or lowering the micrometer wedge adjusting screw

5182.

Auxiliary Bracket x1362.—The adjusting screw 13622 in
this bracket must be adjusted so that the spring box is

approximately level with the machine base.

Spring Box x141z.—This part causes the mould blade to
bear firmly against its stops at each end of its stroke.

Back off the nuts at each end of spring box and turn
machine to 70°, Adjust the nut 14127 on Jeft end of rod to

give 7” compression on the spring (measure by the amount
the spring abutment is moved by the nut). Lock the nut with
its lock nut 14188. Turn the machine to 220° and adjust the
nut 14157 on right end of rod to give 4," compression on the
spring and lock the nut in position.

Note: When the machine is in this position the operating
bar lever x138E must be clear of the lower end of the slot in
which it operates. At 70° the lever must clear the boss on the
centring pin lever. If incorrect in either position, the adjust-
ing screw 136r2 must be adjusted to swing the bracket
slightly one way or the other, and the nuts on spring box rod
must be re-adjusted.

Changingfrom }" to 2” stroke-—When changing from rules
to leads or vice versa, adjust the nuts 14127 and 14128 on

right end of spring box.

re lLlUllCCCCCCt*t*t*—*=<SC_
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If for any reason the springbox is dismantled, care must

be taken when re-assembling to see that the longer end of

spring box is placed to the right.
Mould Clamp Lever and ConnectingRod—The clamp lever

on mould should be between horizontal and 4” below hori-

zontal when the centring pin lever is at the bottom of its

stroke and the piece of product in mould is firmly clamped.
(Check with machine running at 120 r.p.m.)

ore

See that a piece of product of the correct point size is

inserted in mould. Connect the clamping screw connecting
rod fork eye to the mould lever and turn machine so that

centring pin lever is in its lowest position. Adjust the nuts at

lower end of rod so that the length of spring is 33" and lock
the nuts firmly in position. (The rod should be screwed into

the yoke a135£9 so that its end is level with the bottom of slot

in eye.

Ripethe nuts 2135213 and a135z14 at upper end of rod

so that there is 4,” gap between the nut a135z13 and the top
washers a135z15 when the centring pin lever is at the bottom

of its stroke, with the mould warmed up and machine running
at 120 r.p.m.

AUTOMATIC CUTTER

Shear Bell Crank x108r.—The adjusting screw 109F1

which controls the position of the bell crank must be adjusted
to prevent the shear blade interfering with the leads or rules
entering the channel. Raise the melting pot into casting
position and turn machine to 20°. Adjust the screw 109F1 so

that the shear blade a83r2 just clears the rear side of the rule

passage when pushed forward with the fingers to take up all

lay.

ThrustBar Operating Rod x129F.—Disconnect the stacker

rock shaft connecting rod 121F1. Trip the thrust bar so that

it is in its front position. Back off the. operating lever screw

al01r4 and adjust the operating rod 129F1 so that, when the

machine is turned and the cam lever descends to its lowest

position, the end of cam lever is working in the curve on the
top of thrust bar. Leave the cam lever in its lowest position in

readiness for the next three adjustments.
Thrust Bar x122.—With the machine in the position given

in the preceding adjustment, adjust the thrust bar nuts 122F3

AUTOMATIC CUTTER at

so that there is a” clearance between the projecting part of
stacker guard 176F1 and the transfer bar hanger 96r2F. This
should position the front of the rear transfer bar a96r1

slightly in advance of the channel bar a77F1. When tightening
the nuts 122F3, take care that the thrust bar 122F1 is not

twisted out of line with its operating rod 129F1.

Transfer Bar Operating Lever Screw a101r4.—With the
machine in the same position as preceding adjustment, adjust
the screw al0lr4 so that the transfer bar hanger 97F4F also
clears the stacker guard 176r1 by 2”. Lock screw firmly in

position.
Stacker Rock Shaft Connecting Rod 121r1.—With the

machine in the same position as preceding adjustment, adjust
the rod so that when rod is placed in position the lugs on the
stacker rock shaft 91F1 are approximately 3,” inside the front
face of the channel bar a77F1.

Transfer Bars xa96r (rear) and xa97r (front) —The transfer
bars should be adjusted to open wide enough to clear the

product as it comes from the mould, and to grip it tightly
while transferring it to the stacker plate 90r1r. Adjust the
transfer bar operating lever adjusting screw 102F1 so that the
distance between the transfer bars is just slightly greater than
the size of leads or rules being cast. This adjustment must be
made for each change in point size of product.

Guide Roller 80F1 and Channel Bar Support a7783.—These

parts are for straightening and supporting leads and rules. As
soon as the product being cast is fusing correctly, it should be
tested for straightness by laying two lengths foot to foot on

the galley. If they do not touch throughout their length,
adjust the guide roller, cast new pieces, and test again. If long
lengths are required, the channel bar support should be

adjusted so that the lead or rule will just slide over and be

supported by its top face.

Length of Lead or Rule-—~To obtain any length from 1” to

25” inclusive, loosen the clamp screw 86F2 and slide the shear

gauge x88F to the right or left on the tube 85r3 until the stop
against which the lead or rule strikes is the required distance
from the cutting edge of the shear blade. Firmly tighten the

clamp screw.

Nore: For lengths less than 20” the stop is the shear gauge
lug 8872. From 20" to 25” the lug must be pressed back so
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that product contacts on the stop at right end of shear

gauge x88F.

When casting long leads or rules, be sure that when the
lead or rule has pushed the stop as far to the right as possible
there is at least s;" clearance between the end of shear gauge
x88r and the friction plate 175r1. After the shear gauge has
been adjusted as described, it can be adjusted to greater
accuracy by rotating the shear gauge nut a88F5.

Minimum length of Lead or Rule-—This must be at least
twice the stroke of the mould blade.

'

Box for short lengths 76F1.—This box should be attached
to the stacker plate directly under the shear blade when

casting leads or rules not long enough to stack. The con-

necting rod 121F1 must be removed when this box is in use.

Guide Plate x79r.—This part is for guiding thin material
from the mould to the cutting mechanism. It is positioned by
hooking its left end over the friction block adjusting screw on

the mould and resting its right end on the guide roller 80F1.

DIRECTIONS FOR THE CARE AND CLEANINGOF

DISPLAY MOULDS

Display type moulds are furnished with five interchange-
able insets for casting type, high and low quads and spaces in

14, 18, 24, 30 and 36 points. Insets for casting special sizes
can be supplied to suit customers’ requirements.

Low spaces may be cast to any width setwise up to 2 points
larger than their respective body sizes, 7.e. a 14 point inset
will cast up to and including 16 point low spaces. High or low

quads may also be cast for any of the smaller point sizes by
adjusting the mould blade setwise to correspond to the body
size required. For instance, a 36 point inset will cast 3 em

pica or 6 em of 6 point, and a 24 point inset will cast either
2 em pica or 4 em of 6 point, and so on.

On the old-style moulds with half-round nicks, characters

may be cast to any width up to the following limits:
14 and 18 point body up to 30 points.
24 and 30 point body up to 36 points.
36 point body up to 38 points.
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On new-style moulds with square nicks characters may be
cast to any width up to the following limits:

14 point body up to 30 points.
18 point body up to 30 points.
24 point body up to 36 points.
30 point body up to 42 points.
36 point body up to 48 points.

All inset display moulds can be furnished with insets to

compose type in justified lines in 14, 18 and 24 point.
The size of the mould is altered by removing one inset and

substituting one of the point size required. To do this, pro-
ceed in the following manner:

1. Prepare a place covered with clean paper, have the
hands clean and free from particles of metal.

2. Remove the cross block.
3. Open the blades to approximately 18 point.
4, Swing the blade operating lever spring box out of con-

tact with the lower blade lever.
5. Remove the two small screws on the side of the base and

the two large ones on top of inset.
‘The inset can now be removed by pushing it away from the

back of the base in the direction formerly occupied by the
cross block, at the same time holding it down on the base to

prevent the blade operating levers from being bent.
When the inset is forward sufficiently to clear the aperture

in the base which positions the inset, push end-wise to

disengage the levers from the blades.
As the important sharp edges of the inset are unprotected

when away from the base, extreme care must be taken that

they are neither dulled nor damaged.
Blow the waterways clear, and wipe and oil thoroughly

before placing it in its compartment in the mould box,
6. The required inset and the mould base must be

thoroughly washed in clean naphtha, benzine or petrol, and
dried with a clean white cloth; any small particle of type
metal adhering to any part should be removed with a piece of
brass rule. In no circumstance must grinding substances

(such as emery cloth or oil stone) be used.
‘i

Smear a light coating of clean oil on the bottom of the
inset and slide into position, engaging the blade levers by
reversing the instructions contained in paragraph 5.

Ez
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Insert the two small screws for holding the inset to the
base and screw up firmly, then release and bring them just
up to bearing. Insert the two large screws and screw down

firmly, then release and bring them just up to bearing. Finally
tighten the two small screws firmly; then the two large ones.

The cross block must also be thoroughly washed before

replacing and care taken that the jet blade is in its correct

position, z.e, the fluted end to the front. The cross block must

be thoroughly oiled before inserting, and it should work

freely; if not, it indicates that the inset has been replaced with

dirt between it and the base, in which case it must be taken
out and cleaned. The oil hole on the end of the inset must be

filled with warm oil before placing the mould on the casting
machine. The mould oiler is regulated to give correct lubrica-
tion if kept between full and half-full of oil.

To cast low quads and spaces, swing the blade operating
lever spring box out of contact with the lower blade lever into
the reverse position, abutting on the stop fixed to the lubrica-
tor. It is not necessary to remove the bridge to make this

adjustment. When casting low quads or spaces it is important
that a blank matrix be inserted in the matrix-case, otherwise

pressure of molten type metal will spring the blades apart.
It is not possible for operators to repair moulds, as they

have neither the special tools nor the necessary experience.
Moulds should never be taken apart as long as they produce
good type; neither should a mould be altered in any detail.

If it is found necessary to take apart an inset, proceed in the

following manner: Prepare a suitable place and bear in mind
that success or failure to make a satisfactory job will depend
entirely on scrupulous cleanliness and the preservation of the

sharp edges of the insets. :

1. Drill }” hole in ingot of type metal.

2. Procure a steel punch of suitable size. This may be

purchased from the Corporation.
3. Plan a method which will guarantee replacement of

tapered dowels in the identical holes from which they were

taken.
4. With the cover plate facing downward, place the inset

on the ingot of type metal, with the dowel pin over the }”
hole, and remove the pins with the punch by giving them a

sharp tap with a small hammer. :
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5. Remove the four screws holding the cover and take off

the cover plate. Remove the blade back stop screw in centre

of intermediate plate.
6. In removing the blades they must be slid from front to

rear. Never lift the rear of the blade when passing it between

the side blocks, nor try to force it over the nick pin, as this

would injure the blade or nick pin.
7. Clean carefully all parts which have been removed and

insert blade. This is best done by placing the upper blade on

the lower, and working backwards and forwards to make sure

there is no dirt between them. Place the blades on the inter-

mediate plate and hold them firmly down when sliding into

position. These should also be worked backwards and

forwards.
’

8. Before replacing the dowel pins pull a strip of clean

cloth backwards and forwards through the holes.

9, Replace cover and clean and insert dowel pins lightly;
replace the four cover screws and bring them just up to bear-

ing. Tap the pins lightly and tighten screws alittle. Tap the

pins home and screw up firmly.
The water passages of the mould must be kept clean, and

whenever the mould is taken off the machine blow water out

and blow oil through them.

If any defects occur in the mould that cannot be corrected

by following these directions, it is necessary only to return the

particular inset which is troublesome. Return to us samples
of the defective type and a memorandum giving particulars
of the trouble.

CARE AND CLEANING OF LEAD AND RULE

MOULD

(FOR PLATE SEE PP. 50, 51)

Mould Blade Stroke-—Products for which a matrix is used
(rules and high leads or clumps with all moulds, alsomedium

clumps with column rule moulds) must be cast with 4” stroke

of the mould blade. Any more or any less than 4” will throw

the blade out from register with the matrix, and in addition

to giving an imperfect product may injure the mould.

Product for which a cap and cap support are used are cast

with a 2” stroke of the mould blade. The stroke must never
be made greater than this under any circumstances, but if
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necessary it may be shortened, but never below }”. When the
stroke is shortened, the cap and cap support must be moved
to the right the amount by which the stroke is shortened, so

that the blade and cap will register.
Mould not to be taken apart unless necessary.—Itis not

necessary to take the mould apart to change mould blades. If
the mould blade shows signs of hanging up, stop the machine
and thoroughly oil all moving parts of the mould so that it is

‘properly lubricated. This will usually free a mould if the
blade or vent pusher is hanging up. If the product being cast
has become jammed, proceed as follows (refer to Figs. 11
and. 12):

Lock out the pump, remove the shield G, matrix clamp T,
and matrix U, also the right tie bar V from the top of the
mould. From the rule being cast, cut some pieces about two

picas long, turn the machine until the mould blade is at the
left of its stroke, drop one piece of the rule into the mould
blade opening, and turn the machine so as to push the rule
out. Repeat until the mould is free from the rule which is
binding. If the rule does not move when the machine is
turned it will be necessary to take the mould apart as de-
scribed in the following pages; in which case thoroughly
clean the vent pusher slot with a piece of wooden reglet or

brass rule.
Parts must correspond when changing Mould Blades-—To

change from one style of product to another be careful to

have all parts of the same series. The parts in a series are

carefully fitted to work together, and cannot be interchanged
with other sets of parts. They are clearly marked to prevent
confusion.

’

Lubrication—Use“Rule Mould Oil” (order by name). In”
case of emergency, mutton tallow or castor oil (lubricating or

medicinal) may be used, but their continued use is not recom-

mended. Standard “Monotype” oil, such as that used on

other moulds and casting machine parts, will not work satis-

factorily on the lead and rule mould. Keep the oil hole R in
the left tie bar Q over the mould blade M constantly filled
with one of these lubricants; also put a little on the end of the

operating bar where it joins the mould blade M and on the
end of the clamping screw F where it touches the type block
K. This clamping screw F must be removed completely and
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oiled its full length before the mould is put on the machine,
and on long runs this must be done once a day.

When changing product (as, for example, changing matrices
to get a different face or changing from rules to leads) always
save a piece about 4” long of the product just cast (see next

paragraph). In the case of taking off a matrix, wrap this piece
with the matrix; in the case of low leads, wrap it with the
mould blade cap.

Before starting to cast, insert between the type blocks a

piece of the product for which the mould is then adjusted,
and push this piece in far enough to touch the end of the
mould blade. Loosen the knurled screw D on the friction
block B to clamp this product sufficiently to prevent the in-

coming metal from blowing it out.

Norte: When a new matrix is received without a piece of
the product, proceed as follows: Insert between the type
blocks, in the same manner as described above, a piece of lead
or leads (either “Monotype” or foundry) to equal the point
size to be cast. Before putting on the shield G, cover the
mould blade opening between the matrix and the right tie
bar V with common soap that is soft enough not to crumble,
and also force a little down into the opening. Put on the
shield G, Throw the latch 57H1 (operated by the piston
operating rod crosshead) out of action and turn the machine

by hand for several casts until the new product is properly
started; then throw the latch in again.

First Cast—Before starting to cast, turn the machine once

by hand with the pump locked out, then release the pump
and turn the machine again by hand to make the first cast.

This is to see that the mould and machine are working
correctly before starting under power.

Temperature —For product from 2 to 6 point inclusive the

temperature should not exceed 700°; for 12 point product it
should not exceed 675°. These temperatures are for standard

“Monotype” metal. For other metals, special care must be
used to obtain the correct temperatures by trial ; for example,
linotype metal, frequently used in non-distribution news-

paper offices, casts at lower temperature.
Water Regulation—Usejust sufficient water to give a per-

fect product. Too much will give imperfect faces and prevent
perfect fusion of the joints; too little will cause blisteredbody.
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Putting on a Mould.—Never attempt to put on a mould

with the casting machine at any other than the 15° position,
Also be particular to have the base of the mould and its seat

on the machine perfectly clean and free from particles of

metal.

Alterations—Neverattempt to lap any part of the mould

or alter its shape. These parts are made by experienced work-

men trained for this special work and supplied with the finest

gauges and measuring instruments.

Taking Apart-—Never remove from the mould any other

parts than those directed in the following under the heading
“Taking Apart”’.

‘Speed.—Thespeed for a given point size is the same for all

products; that is, rules and high and low leads, including the

longer stroke for low leads.

SPEED AND TEMPERATURE TABLE FOR

CASTING LEADS AND RULES

The temperature at which efficient casting may be made

depends mainly upon the quality of metal in use.

The following table indicates the speeds and temperatures
for casting “Monotype” leads and rules from standard

“Monotype” metal:

SIzE 1g pt. 2pt. 3pt. 4pt. 6pt. 12 pt.
Revolutions per min... 128 110 91 80 49 23

Gear Positions .. 3CE 2CE 1CE 3BE 3AE 1CD

Temperature (Fahr.) .. 725° 700° 700° 680° 680° 650°

ss (centigrade) 385° 371° 371° 360° 360° 343°

These speeds and temperatures are approximate and apply
only when the mould is thoroughly warmed up.

Adjustment of Nozzle —Alwaystest the adjustments of the

nozzle, especially in regard to its fitting into the mould,
before starting to cast.

Action of Clamp Screw.—When the machine is running at

120 r.p.m. the moving end of lever E should be between

horizontal and $" below the horizontal, when the centring pin
*

lever is at the bottom of its stroke and the type blocks locked

together in casting position. If the moving end of the lever E

works down so that at the bottom of its stroke (machine
running at 120 r.p.m.) it is more than 3” below the horizontal

it must be readjusted. Be sure that proper spring compression
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is on the connecting rod to this lever Ewhen making this test.

Each time a Mould is put on the machine or one Matrix is

changed for another, test the product by laying two long
lengths foot to foot on the galley. If they do not touch

throughout their length, adjust the guide roller 80F1 to

straighten them, and the channel bar support to suit a77F3

(seep. 21).

TAKING THE LEAD AND RULE MOULD APART

(FORILLUSTRATIONS SEE FIGURES 11 aND 12)
Prepare a suitable place for taking the mould apart. Spread

down a clean sheet of paper, and as the parts are taken off the

mould put them on it.

Refer to Fig. 11—Before taking off any part, back off

clamp screw F two or three turns, using lever E to turn it.

Remove, in the order here given, shield G, matrix clamp
screw S, matrix clamp T, matrix U, upper mould blade

shoe N, mould blade stop L, mould blade M (do not drop vent

pusher), and two tie bars Q and V.

Take out two screws (a, Fig. 12) and their washers from

the bottom of the mould. Then from the front remove four

screws that hold the front type blocks J and K to the rear type
block O. (These are all at the left end, two near the top and

two near the bottom. The lower right one and the upper right
one are reached through holes H.) Slide the type blocks J and

K out toward the left, and remove the two-point blocks P and

W (Fig. 12). (Note their positions when taking them off so

that they will be replaced correctly ; their corners are made to

correspond with those of the type blocks.)
Remove the six short screws X (four are shown in Fig. 12,

the other two are underneath) and the one long screw Y from

the type blocks, and take the type blocks J and K apart.

CLEANING

Clean all parts thoroughly with a dry cloth free from lint.

Never use waste, and be particularly careful to have the vent

pusher slot N (Fig. 12) in the type block clean.

ASSEMBLING

Put the type blocks J and K together, insert the six short

screws X and one long screw Y and bring them up to bearing.
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Get the left ends of the type blocks exactly even; try them

with a straight edge or feel with the finger nail across the end,
and tap one or the other lightly with a block of wood to bring
the type blocks into position, then tighten the screws and test

again.
Then slide the type blocks J and K into position, putting

a slight downward pressure on them so as to remove any dirt

from their bearings. Remove the type blocks, wipe them off

and repeat, this time leaving them in position.
Norte: It is absolutely necessary to have the type blocks and

their bearings in the mould perfectly clean; even the slightest
particle of dirt will hold the type blocks out from position.

Move the type blocks J and K forward alittle, slide in the

mould blade, and press the type blocks back against the

mould blade. Insert the upper point block P with the bevelled

corner coinciding with the bevelled corners of the type blocks,
press it down lightly with the thumb nail to take up all lost

motion in the mould blade, and insert and bring just up to

bearing its three screws, but do not tighten these screws.

Turn the mould bottom up; insert, and bring just up to

bearing the screws (a, Fig. 12). Insert the lower point block W

with its bevelled corner coinciding with the bevelled corners

of the type blocks, push it in until it is flush or below the

surface of the type blocks and then insert and bring just up to

bearing its two screws. Turn the mould right side up again
and test the position of the upper point block by seeing that

there is no up-and-down play in the mould blade. Then go
over the two screws H, the two screws I, and the screws (a),
tightening each a little until all are brought up solid. Again
test the mould blade to see that there is no up-and-down play
in it.

Pull out mould blade M. With the mould standing on its

front side, and the left end toward you, put in the vent-pusher
with the sharp edge up and the lug on the end toward you.

Slide in the mould blade again gently until the square slot

in the blade engages the lug on the end of the pusher, and

push both gently in together, swinging the blade ever so little,
if necessary, to enter its end in its slot. If the blade and pusher
do not go in readily, remove them and try again. Never force
the blade.
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Put on the upper mould blade shoe N with its two screws,

and also the mould blade stop L (Fig. 11).
Put on the two tie bars Q and V and bring them toward

each other so that the shield G will just slide easily into

position between them.

Insert and tighten the nozzle seating plate screw.

Put on the desired matrix U, matrix clamp T, matrix

clamp screw S and shield G.

Friction Block—This does not need to be taken off when

cleaning the mould, but if required it can be taken apart and

reassembled as follows: Remove the two screws holding the

trimmer, shown just to the left of screw D in Fig. 11, and take

off the trimmer and its packing plate. Hold the clamp C to

the rear and remove the screw D with its washer; then

remove the clampC and its spring. Remove the two screws A

and take off the friction block B. To replace the friction block

proceed as follows: Insert a piece of lead or rule (cast by this

mould) into the opening from which it was ejected and push
it in until it touches the end of the mould blade, which can be

told by seeing that moving the mould blade moves the lead or

rule. Turn the lever E over until the lead or rule just
inserted is clamped tightly. Press the friction block B against
its two bearing surfaces and slide it forward until it touches

the lead or rule which is projecting from the mould; then

insert and set up very tightly its two screws A. Remove

the piece of lead or rule from the mould, insert the spring
behind the clamp C, put this clamp Cin position, and hold it

to the rear while inserting and tightening the release screw D.

Be sure the washer is on the screw D. Put in position the

trimmer with its packing plate, and insert and tighten its two

screws shown just to the left of the screw D in Fig. 11. Be

sure the packing piece is inserted right side up so that its

upper edge comes about flush with the top of the friction

block. Back off the release screw D until it is just free.

Screw into bearing the clamp screw F, turning it by the

lever E. Make certain that a piece of the product is left in the

mould.

CHANGING FROM RULES TO HIGH LEADS

High leads are cast from a special matrix of about -002”

depth of drive. Changing from rules to high leads is, there-

fore, only a matter of changing matrices, as when changing
F
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from one face of rule to another. Remove the shield G and
the matrix clamp T, exchange matrices U, making sure that
the new matrix is put on with the open end of face to the

right, and replace the matrix clampT and shield G. Changing
back to rule casting is similar to above.

CHANGING FROM RULES OR HIGH LEADS TO
LOW LEADS

To change from casting rules or high leads to casting low
leads requires a change of mould blades as follows:

Take off the shield G, matrix clamp T, and matrix U. Take
off the mould blade stop L. Pull out the mould blade M,
taking care not to drop the vent-pusher which is drawn out

with it.

Clean thoroughly the end of slot N (Fig. 12) for the mould
blade and vent-pusher.

Turn the mould on its front side and put in the vent pusher
and mould blade in the same way as described under
“ASSEMBLING” (see page 29).

Put on the mould blade stop L* and tighten its screws.

Put on the mould blade cap with its support. The mould
blade cap goes in the mould blade opening with its open side

up and its notched end to the left; push the lug on its left end
in under the point block until the vertical face of the notch
comes up solid against the side of the pointblock, and then

replace the matrix clamp T and shield G.

CHANGING FROM LOW LEADS TO RULES OR
HIGH LEADS

To change from low leads to rules or high leads, proceed
in a similar manner to that described under the heading
“Changing from Rules or High Leads to Low Leads”. Sub-
stitute the high blade M for the low blade M, and a matrix U
for the mould blade cap and its support. Be sure to have the

open end of the matrix to the right.

HINTS ON LEAD AND RULE CASTING
If short lengths of lead or rule are required use box for

this 76F1. Remove galley 78r1r and stacker rock shaft con-

necting rod eye pin 121F4. The box can then easily be placed
into position.

© "These are marked “H” for high lead and “L.” for low lead
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For cutting shorter than 6-em pica in length remove thrust
bar bell crank spring 126F1 and run machine on 4” stroke.

To centre the nozzle do not strip a mould, but use the

gauge made and supplied for that purpose. Best results are

obtained by. using a special nozzle for each lead and rule

mould, as more accurate seating is thus obtained.

For casting leads or rules from 6 point upwards use latch
57u1. If not already fitted it should be purchased.

Should the mould blade hang up, such as after a long run,

clean vent blade race with a little graphite, using the. vent

piece to remove carbonization.

DELIVERING FOUNTS IN LINES

Where much casting of body founts is general, it is usually
desirable that the type should be delivered in lines in the

galley, thus rendering the type easier to handle for storage
or packeting, or for distribution in type cases. For this pur-

pose the Display Machine should be equipped with the galley
action mechanism of the composition caster.

DRIVING AND HEATING

Power recommended: $-horse.
Electric heating per hour: 1:25 units.

Gas heating per hour: 20 cubic feet.

Water through mould per hour: 4-2 gallons.

CASTING SPEEDS FOR 12 POINT AND SIZES UNDER

12 POINT

Casting speeds and ultimate output of the Display Machine

depend on many factors, such as cubic content of metal cast

per minute, quality of metal, temperature of mould, and
incidental time-absorbing occupations (such as matrix

changing, type sizing adjustments, clearing away sorts as

cast, and so on).
The following table gives recommended maximum casting

speeds for body founts for characters nine units in width and

under, and for characters over nine units, in sizes up to 12

point.
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9 units Over
Point Size and under 9 units

6and7 point .. a 170 160
8 and 9 point .. sir 160 150

10 point. . ff “ee 150 140
11 point... ue ai) 150 140

12 point. . s as 140 120

FORMULA FOR DISPLAY TYPE CASTING SPEEDS

It is not possible to provide a perfect formula for estimating
the speed at which any type may be cast, owing to the

variation in conditions, such as quality of metal, rate of water

flow through moulds, etc., but a reliable basis for calculating
speeds required for non-cored type may be as follows:

Assume 12-point types of 12-point width may be reliably
cast at 100 r.p.m., and that all types of proportional sectional

area may be cast at speeds proportional to 12 point at 100

r.p.m. As types are all of one height, it is necessary only to

consider the difference in points in the square area of the

body of the type to be cast relative to 12 point. The formula

therefore becomes:

A (144) xB (100)
Cc

A—Square area (in points) of 12 point (144).
B—Speed of casting 12-point ems.

C—Square area (in points) of type to be cast.

Example: Find speed for casting 24-point type 12 points
wide:

144100 __14400 _
24x12 288

Example: Find speed for casting 36-point type 36 points
wide

50

144x100__14400_
36X36 1296

The gearing on the Display Machine should be set to pro-
duce the indicated speed or the next lowest to it.

Hard metal needs a higher casting temperature than soft

metal, and consequently takes longer to cool on account of

the mould becoming highly heated. Solid type, especially in

11
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the larger sizes, is more reliably obtainable by slow casting
than fast, as it allows more time for the “‘break”’ at the base

of the type body to be sealed before the return stroke of the

piston can draw back from the core of the type body any
metal that has not solidified. Hollow type bodies are due

either to (1) air compression during casting, or (2) air expan-
sion after casting whilst the piston is making its return stroke.

GEAR SPEEDS

9—-1AD 23—1CD 57—1BE

11—2AD = =.27—2CD 68—2BE

12-3AD 32—3CD 80—3BE

14-1BD 36—1AE 91—1CE

17—2BD 43—2AE 110—2CE

20—3BD 49—3AE 128—3CE

Based on direct drive speed of 140 r.p.m.
Should a speed lower than 9 r.p.m. be required, the pump

should be held out of action during one, two or three revolu-

tions between each cast.

NAMES OF TYPE FEATURES

The following diagram illustrates all the main features of a

type:

CRI
BODY OR

Sal

POINT —4
SIZE

Y

HEIGHT
TO
PAPER

(a) front (of body), (B) back (of body), (c) foot, (D) head,

(e) nick, (F) counter, (c) beard (shows depth of drive),
(8) shoulder, (3)hair line, (k) main stroke, (1) serif. Depth of

punching (English, -05”).
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“MONOTYPE” TYPE UNIT
NUMBER OF ENS IN SQUARE INCHES OF TYPE

i : fo Sq. In. 6pt. | 7pt. | BSpt. | Opt. | 10 pt. | 11 pt. | 12 pt.

The base unit of “Monotype” founts is -0007685”. This is fo) Ses| 52 | P62|” Bae| toa 36 3
1 unit of 1 set. A “unit” is the 18th part of an em quad. 3

.

ue ge ae aee ae Ae 144

By multiplyingthemeasurement of 1 unit of 1 set by any 4° O01 4482: 943 | 648 | 512 | aie | gaa ane
number the unit value of any larger set is obtained. Thus: 3

ms yO
1060 | 810

oe
520] 430] 360

-0007685” multiplied by 8} gives -0065324” as the measure-
oe 1272 | 972 68 | 624 | 516 | 432

:
7 2016 | 1484} 1134 96] 728] 6

ment of 1 unit of 84 set, and the em quad would be -1175” 8
5 Del Ree

9
g ca 2304 1696 1296 1024 832 696 576

(taken to the fourth decimal position). 2592 | 1908 | 1458| 1152| 936] 774] 648
‘ . ‘ oh i 10 1.| 2880 | 2120] 1620} 1280] 1040} 860

An em quad in usualprinters’languageis a space whichin TUN EAeee| oaanalicansl tagel | arene! a onenlt bos
width equals the point size of the type; in other words, it is 12 .. | 3456} 2544] 1944] 1536 | 1248 | 1032] 864

perfectly square in section. “Monotype” em quads are 18 4
.

ees 3238 o10e tee tee ide nee
units wide,and are only square when the “‘set’” equals the is. | 43201 3180! 24301 19201 1560] 1290 nas
body point size, such as 8 point 8 set. They are not square 16... | 4608 | 3392] 2592 | 2048 | 1664] 1376 | 1152

when the “set” does not equal the body point size, such as Wi
“

ae so a PU doe ton Ages
8 point 8} set, or 8 point 73 set, the width of the former 19 .. | 5472 | 40281 3078] 2432) 1976] 1638 | 1368

being greater than the body point size and the latter narrower. a0
a pe ee fae Bee ae ie 1440« ”

Pa

a

Monotype”figures are usually 9 units wide, or half the
20°. | 14400 | 10600 | gi00 | 6400 | 5200 | 4304 | 3600

width of the em. 100 .. | 28800 | 21200 | 16200 | 12800 | 10400 | 8600 | 7200

TYPE BODY SIZES

Lines Eng. & ‘6 29

to In. Pts. Amer. English (Old) Didot Pts.
MONOTYPE” TYPE HEIGHT

1447. : one
. pest rea

-

OT 2 All English “Monotype” composition moulds are made

et, ome: Nee, oe to cast type -9195” high. This is slightly higher than foundry
103... 7 -0969 .. -0972 Minion +. 11848 type height, which is -9185”. Display type moulds are made

9 .. 8 1107 ., 1083 Brevier +. 133209 to cast type -918” high, as there is practically no wear on the
8 9. 1245 .. +118 - Bourgeois -. 1148 10

p f th ld
72 10-1384... «+135 =LongPrimer .. -1628 11 upper surface oi these moulds. ;

65 dt 71502, 9.) 1453 Small ‘Pica S09 51776). 12 The amount that a mould can be lower than this and yet

ae 12 ee ae ay Reich
“c

me 18 be used depends entirely upon the class of matter run with

45 16-2214 .. +2166 2-line Brevier .. -2664 18 it. If the type made by the mould be used with foundry or

1 i. ae
a

2 Geto eS 2 30 other “Monotype” type with cuts, or to correct standing
32 92% Rodd 080° Doabloicn 1. 93583. 24 matter, the mould should not be allowed to wear so that it

3 24 +332... :3362 Q-line Pica .. -4144 28 makes type less than -916”.
25 28 +3874 .. 375 2-line English .. 444 30

ss 2-4 307-415, = came in SABO Oe
2-2 921 G4d28  .  469 aaa Peed ie08284 2236)

2 36-498 +» ‘498  3-line Pica

1-7 42-581 be

—  3-line English

1:5 48 664 .. 6668 4-line Pica

TYPES (EVEN SET ENS) PER LB.

6 pt. Tpt.) 8) pt... 9. pt. 10ipt.e 11 pt c12 pt
1 lb. Sie rod 848 648) 512 416 344 288

Four square inches of solid type=1 lb. in weight (approx.).
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POSITIONS OF DISPLAY TYPE WEDGES FOR | CHANGE SPEED GEAR TABLE
a|

42 & 48-point }CASTING TYPE BODIES Matrices 36-point (and below) Display Matrices |
FROM 2} TO 48 POINTS IN WIDTH

i

|

~

48 42 Set | Matrix | 36 30 24 18 14
Normal | Special | Width | Width } yyormay| Special | Width | Width | yvormay | Special | Width | Width i

it _| point | Points
i

i

y

Wedge | Just. in in | Wedge | Just. | in in | Weage | Just. | in in
ee

‘Wedge | Points | Inches Wedge | Points | Inches Wedge | Pointe| Inchea
4 (i 36 18-8 44 14) 32 i

3.
alae 2 2 | trot | -2663]  — = SS

i

2 4 2 4 | tok] ves] — | — | — | —
2 12 17) 36)

2 6 2 6 | tek} -2732 | — a alee

2 8 2 8 420, | 2767 | — fal cad a 12, 14 6)

ee een
ges ve a)

oe2836] — = lam

14

ae P) Pa eR
See ie

BD

| aeP
|

ae|
aa

+2805
4 2 4 2 | tale | -2940 i 20) 27) 49

|4 4 4 4 | 421k] 2974] —

4 6 4 6 t21# | 3009 {  —

20 32) 5

ii P] EBs eal
=

|
=

230 oe se Ba

ae ccd el gee | yloe
Ve

: ee
8 3147 | — = aa

5 8 5 8 $23 | -31e2}  — = oe (43 80) |

8 2 8 2 | t93b| <3ei | — _ -

6 4 8 4 | 1238 | -3g1f — = -

2) 4 91)ane
Ph pm)

fe

|
ale

8 3320 | — = ala

é

2 2 1 2 | teat | 3355] 7 2 32 a ot
7 4 7 4 | feat} 338g] 7 4 )

7 6 7 @ | teat] 3404] 7 8 68)
7 8 7 8 | 125 | 3458] 7 8 *

8 g 8 a $254 | +3493 8 2 i

a| 3 3| 6| wel Se) 8| 8 I
3662

le Seg) alleen:
a e |

2 26t | 2
8 4 9 4 1264 | -3666 8 4 (43 (49) 91
9 6 8 6 | $262} 3700] 9 8

|

a 8 8 8 | 27 | 3735] 9 8 5 68 1 WMae ee ee1 0 :

4

10 8 10 6 | t278| -3639} 10 6 68) _|_ (80, 140

10 8 10 8 | 128 | -3873| 10 8
|Hid Hl a] Mla) a| 4 oe

|nv "3943
i 6 rt 6 | +298] 3977) a1 6 Tumbler=1-2-3ll 8 hy 8 y29 | 4012} 1 8 ot ago az Section Lever=A-B-C12 2 12 2 Teer | 4046 | 12 2 Back Gear=D-E
12 4 12 4 to9 | -4081 | 12 4 110) 1 3 4='Top gear of 140 r.p.m,

12 8. 12 6 | te08| 4115] 32 6 ;

12 8 12 8 | 130 | 4150} 12 8 140) | (140 2 I)

ae el i |g) a | a
|

t 13 6 13 8 $308 | 4954] 13 8 ‘The above table gives the positions for the Tumbler Section Lever and Back Gear on
3 8 13 8 431 | 4288 | 13 8 Display Type Attachment change speed gear; also the markings on Display Matrices

‘i Mu 2 4 2 fae 74323| 14 2 (12 point to 36 point). The figures in parentheses indicate the speeds obtained.

aw 4 aa ti eee i Where the matrixmarkingindicates half way between two speeds on the speed plate14 3 4 8 | 432 | -4ao7 | la 8 of the casting machine always take the slower speed.Example: A 24 point matrix is |15 2 6 2 | 4302 | -aac, | 45 2 marked *8-8; the speed taken should be *9-4 (68 revs.), and not *8-4 (80 revs,).
16 4 16 4 t32t | 4496 16 4 For 48 point matrices above 36 point set, place the gear in 1AD (9 revs. per minute) ||

B | 8 | 8| tls] as| and cut off the pump every alternate revelutiog of the machine’) > !

16 2 18 a 433: | -<e00} 18 2 For 42 point matrices above 36 point in width place gear in 1AD and cut off pump
16 4 16 4 $334 | 4634 16 4 every third revolution of the machine.

16 6 16 6 | 4338] -4669] 16 6

16 8 16 8 | 134 | -4703] 16 8
|wv 2 17 2 t34t | 4738} 17 2 i

VW 4 WwW4 | t34k) -4773 | 17 4
7 6 7 6 | #348) -4807 | 17 6 |

wv 8 7 8 | 135 | -4842] 17 8 |

18 2 18 2 | 436: | 4876) 18 2

18 4 18 4 | 1354] -asn| 18 4 }

18 6 18 6 | 368] 4945] 18 8 z

18 8 18 g__|_436_| -4980 |_38 g__|_t4g_| 6840

G
*When casting from 22 point to 19 point inclusive abutment screw packing piece

|32C1 is used.
‘

:

|

|

Whencasting from 194 point to 36 point inclusive, abutment screw packing piece
4

*

32C1 is not used. This abutment screw packing piece affects the type width by 17 points.
itsqin casting above 36 points, mould blade adjusting screw cl4C1 must be adjusted

back 12 points.
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POSITIONS OF DISPLAY TYPE WEDGES FOR

CASTING 42-POINT AND 48-POINT TYPE FROM.
2 TO 55 POINTS IN WIDTH

Marr Marxinos.— A 2 to 14 points (use Packing Piece a32C1). "144 to 31 points(use Packing Piece 32C1). " With characters from 31% to 48 points no Packing Piece isTequired. ** Over 48 points.
INSTRUCTIONSFoR CasTING **SIzes (Two-Piece Boptes).—Cast character from 16—8wedge position. Cast high quad from A wedge position as indicated on the matrix,Example: **

9—6 (503 points); character from 16—8=46 points; high quad fromA9—6=4} points; total 502 points;

SORTS CASTING

WEDGE POSITIONS FOR COMPOSITION MATRICES

41 |

aes Sunetanwnnnonenns SRRR BESSSSEEERBeSeaasnaa nckavezesarsWPIM|SSSS PEOPLESSS S SS SO SE EERE ORC e ee eee ee
BORO HOG Habe na wot onehae cone ne eeeQRO SoC Sr CER SS Va Nao Hae tenisMARRRRRARRRR Cee airick st eid

TITITITITITITIT Tae peer e9

regnnogl STII TTTSPOS) ARS REO CER RLS OTE Er wom ANG PSSSSS BEI AANA macesieiiiisrerPsrrsrrrrsrceress
PESEErreri esse es

‘sur

u/2OEIe=mowamennaonwon
Rae

is
BUNGEE

PEE eee EEEEREER EEETESerase PeeatesTOPESUPT ST FEO OS SOOO OOO GE GEAR BE SEEDERS EAAASSSSSS
(Sid UT

cecpete, cichteo rchls, ctctirle cfectarie chest clerticie esti ciechielg circu aeHESS KAM OVEHt a0 tee. tte sMPMPA SASABAG Conn SAB AARAASS CoatesAAT OTT TES
suomwoal TTTTT EETTITT TIT GTI

T

ITTIT TIT
Tyonsod duds dgdd ddIspeed MINIT

i eee novanannaes
eT

piHSE SesGAGEeRe ae ee Raee oa SoAsnes NesessaasPMS
ABA Ra aaa POON OGIOT FFF FIIS TS SIIIS SSSSSS

*SIq Ul | eeeke

HEE
BB OBE. Hecht. ieckinke techni ecinde  ctechiele  cdectieie cheseickeBatts Sa AAA SSSR RH HH, HH eeeceeWPIM|NNAA AAAAAANAANANAANAA AAAI ASSO BAMA

omssoal TTTTTTCTTTTTTTT TTT IPT TET PET ee
TT a9

Posen 4 OC eG JITBPPMG/KR EAIAN AIRGAS BoysoescendddadcdddidaeresPSST ETS T eee eee Tee Tee TEESE eee
‘su ulgenessasonoga snevaseaweanaco:IM | SRSeRRRSeSeeS QeShhe SeSRSsssesesgeccasUPIM

SS ESP ook saad AAAAIAAAAARAGAAAAS Saag
(Sid UT)oe, decete  ciechris, clechinie, | lectaete ctectirte otecfirie dieciunie_ echo Hechirht ctechiete el{|SoA SSSFAM OGSUR ML MooSHO HateabelsecretUIPIA,ee ee ee Sas eRe Sanaa Nnaaae

orasoal TTT TUTTE TITTTITTT TT eePeace ft JIT TT didaddiBreen dercictchahelAve
aloBpeM§:BIBS Sot PEERS STEEL PL OP EPPO Ce Cem eANANCodomJ4g909

PERES

: ORR aa =woul ee go 220 SUDSESREGAREEEESSPIM SB BS SSSSSSSSSSESSSSSSSES=S
“Std UL) techie | cfeckine  eatinit rieshinie hehe otRat ANA en Hee FSF AAAoSSon Lt MeoSH LAR,SSS_ FER Aa

LUTTTITIISTITST ITT ees s a9rogpwog| add TTIsgpneg UITTITIAN

Aidididiiidiiiddsdigaddddggdgsad gassed a
§ The first figure indicates the

figure the posi
For the spe ed of casting from any given matrix of 42

pointof the character from the above table and then re!
‘al

g
he

position of the Normal Wedge (b21D1D), and the secondition of the Special Justification Wedge (al 1D1).

pointor 48 point find the “set”?
61r to the “Change Speed Gear

2 3 2 3

8 lcleel e  leales 2 eleel. Slee] e_ |3 sales2g (8 alBS|2al84 (Sala Bal ag Ealen35| $2 5 al2=|2a] 22 fFalsa|2n$3 G528lcel $2 (o828 tel Sa Galeseel 25 altel el Se alse sSa ES Fes] S8 eS g2 Sl SE age eS 38 xlasigeBERR eIEE|BU JEES S(2|e 8S 28)5° 1B" 28Ss] 5 eB" |E8|ss] 55 |B" e883Bear 5 lee RS [aeaitsd 8 Ree SEASA 1A ta i A
“0193 § ] 74) 11] 0500/7 [74| at |-og07| 9 | 74 | 7] ani3| 11] 8 | 3 |1420/ 13/8 | 6
‘0198 5] 74} 2 | 0505} 7 | 74/6 |-os12] 9} 78) 8 J-anie| i]s | 344-1426] 13] 8 | 6
0203) 5 | 7 | 24 | 0510) 7| 7F| 54] -o817/ 9}8 | 1 |-tie3} 11] 8 | 4 [1430] 13/8 | 7
0208) 5 | 74} 3 | 0515] 7 | 74/6 |-ogae| 9/8 | 12] aia] 11/8 | 43 |-1435/13/8 | 7
0213) 5 | 7 | 34) 0520) 7 | 7h) Gt] -oo27) 9/8 | 2 |-nia3} 11] 8 |s |-14coli3}e |e
70218) 6 | 74} 4 |-0525/ 7 | 74] 7 |-os32| 9} 8 | 28 8 2
-0223| 6 | 74 | 48] -0530| 7 | 78] 74] -0837| 9/8 | 3 8
10228) 5 | 73) 6 | -0535/ 7 | 74/8 |-osa2| 9/8 | 3b 8
0233) 6 | 74 | 53] -0640| 718 11 |-osa7| 9/8 | 4 8
0238) 6 | 74] 6 |-0545/ 7 | 8 | 18] -oss2| 9/8 | 4t 8

10243} 5 | 78 | 6t]-0550) 7 | 8 | 2 |-oes7] 9/8 | 6
0248} 6 | 7 | 7 | -0655) 7 | 8 | 23] -o8s2| 9] 8 | St
0253} 6 | 72 | 78} -0560| 7 | 8 | 3 | -oge7] 9/8 | 6
*0268| 5 | 71/8 |-0565) 7 | 8 | 31 |-o872| 9] 8 | BF
0263) 6 ) 8 | 1 |-0570/ 7 | 8 | 4 |-o877/ 9] 8 | 770268) 5 | 8 | 13) -0575) 7 | 8 | 48} -osa2} 9] a | 7%
0273) 6 | 8 | 2 |-0580] 7|8 | 5 |-oge7] 9/8 | 8
0278] 6 | 8 | 24} -0585/ 7 | 8 | 6§ | -og90| 10] 74 | 2
0283) 6 | 8 0590} 7 | 8 | 6 |-o895] 10 | 73| 2
0288) 6 | 8 | 3} +0595] 7 | 8 | 62} -o900/ 10| 78 | 3
0293} 5 | 8 | 4 | -0600) 7] 8 | 7 |-o905| 10 | 73 | 33 |

10298} &| 8 | 44} -0605] 7 | 8 | 72] -o910| 10 | 73| 4
0303] 6 |8 | 5 }-0610/ 7 | 8 | 8 |-o915| 10] 74 | 43
0308] 5 | 8 | 54} -0613| 8 | 7+) 2 | -os20] 10] 74 | 5
0313 5 | 8 | 6 |-0618| 8 | 74 | 23| -0925| 10 | 73 | 5b
10318} 5 | 8 | Gi | -0623] 8 | 7+ | 3 |-0930] 10 | 73 | 6
0323} § | 8 | 7 | -0628| 8| 73 | 34| -0935| 10 | 73| et |
*0328| 6 | 8 | 71} -0633] 8 | 78] 4 | -os40| 10 | 74] 7
0333 5 | 8 | 8 | -0838] 8 | 74) 4%| -o9465| 10 | 74 | 74
10337) 6 | 74) 2 | -0643| 8 | 74] 6 | -0950/ 10] 74] 8
0342 | 6 | 74 | 24-0648} 8| 74 | 54] -0955/ 10] | 1
0347] 6 | 74 0653] 8 | 7+ | 6 |-0960| 10] 8 | 13
0352 | 6 | 75 | 34 | -0658| 8| 74 | 6+| -o985| 10] 8 | 2
°0357| 6 | 74] 4 | -0663| 8 | 74] 7 |-os70| 10) 8 | 2+ i

0362) 6 | 74] 41 | -ose8] 8| 74] 7! | -0978| 10] 8 | 3
-0367| 6 | 74 0673) 8 | 74/8 | -o980/ 10| 8 | 3
10372} 6 | 78 | 5+ | 0678} 8 | 8 | 1 |-0985) 10/8 | 4
0377 6 | 74/6 |-0683| 8 | 8 | 1] -0990| 10] 8 | 4b
0382} 6 | 78) Gt} -0688} 8 | 8 | 2 |-os95| 10) 8 | 5
0387) 6 | 7) 7 | -0693/ 8 | 8 | 2¥]-1000/ 10) 8 | 5+
*0382/ 6 | 74 | 74-0698] § | 8 | 3 |-1005/ 10/8 | 6-
0397 6 | 74} 8 |-0703} 8 | 8 | 3: | 1010/10] 8 | 6
0402) 6 | 8 | 1 |-0708) 8|8 | 4 |-1015/10]8 | 70407) 6 | 8 | 14} -0713| 8 | 8 | 43} -1020| 10] 8 | 73
0412] 6 | 8 0718} 8/8 | 6 |-1025/ 10/8 | 8
0417 6 | 8 | 2] -0723] 8 | 8 | Bt | 1028) 11] 7 | 2
70422) 6 | 8 | 3 |-0728) 8) 8 | 6 |-1033) 11 | 78| 23 | 1340] 13 | 74 | 5t | 1647/15] 8 | 1
10427) 6 | 8 | 34] -0733| 8 | 8 | BF] +1038) 11 | 74 | 3 | -1345] 13 | 74) 6 |-1652}15| 8 | 1
-0432| 6 | 8 0738} 8 | 8 | 7 | -1043] 11 | 74 | 34 | 1350] 13 | 72 | 6+ | -1657| 15| 8 | 2
70487 8 8 | 44-0743) 8 | 8 | 74} 1048] 11 | 7] 4 | 1355] 13 | 74] 7 |-1682| 15] 8 | oF
42/6 1@| 8 |-0748) 8/8 | 8 | -1053] 11 | 74] 43} 1360] 13 | 74 | 74 | 1687] 15] 8 | 3
yoaa7} 6] 8 | 54-0762) 9 | 72/2 | -1058) 11 | 73) 5 | 1365] 13 | 78} 8 | 1672/15] 8 | 3
10452) 6 | 8 | 6 |-0757| 9| 74 | 24 | -1os3) 11 | 74 | 6+] -1370] 13] 8 | 1 |-1677| 15] 8 | 4
70457) 6 | 8 | G4 | -O762/ 9 | 74} 3 | -1068) 11 | 74 | 6 }-1375]13| 8 | 14] 1682/15] 8 | at
0462] 6 | 8 0767 9 | 7 | 34} -1073| 11 | 74] Gt] 1380/13) 8 | 2 | 1687/15] 8 | 5
10967 6 ] 8 | 74] -0772) 9 | 74] 4 | -o78] 11 | 74) 7 |-1385/13| 8 | 2} |-1692| 15] 8 | 5+
10a72| 8 | 8 | 8 |-0777) 9 | 7 | 44 | -t083| 11 | 73 | 724-1390} 13] 8 | 3 | -1697/15|8 | 6
0475] 7 | 73 10762} 9 | 7) 5 | 1088] 11) 74/8 | 1395] 13] 8 | 3 |-1702]15| 8 | 6F
70480) 7 | 72| 2b | -0787) 9 | 74 | 6} 2093] 11] 8 | 1. 1400/13] 8 | 4 |-1707/ 15/8 | 7
10485) 7 | 72) 3 | 0792) 9 | 74] 6 | toss} 31) 8 | 14] -1406/ 13) 8 | 4¢ | 172] 15] 8 | 7
10490] 7 | 74 | 34 | 0797) 9 | 74 | 64} 1203) 11) 8 | 2 | 1410} 13)8 | 5 |-1717/15/8 | 8
2095 | 7 17h i4 | ogo! 9 | 7t i 7 13308} 12 |e | 29 1149511318 | 5) | -1720| 16 | 7 | 2

Table of wedge positions for casting sorts of all sizes from 5 units of 5 set to 18 units
of 12} set. For some sizes the mould blade abutment screw must be adjusted. The typebody must never be smaller than the measurement to which it was designed. “‘The abutment screw packing piece 32C1 must be in Position to obtain the sizes in

table.
A
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“}-xX468
feamenisoa ayy
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4 -b44E10
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-a44E8
f
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FIGURE 3
Mould blade cam lever compound lever. When the screw a4458 connects the com-pound lever c4487 to the abutment a96E1 greater movement is given to the mould blade

must be used in place of a96E1; also the collar b44n9 must have two levels on its operatingside. The lower end of the compound lever c447 then operates against the low levelof b44z9 when casting type from 14 point to 24 point in set, and against the high levelof b44£9 when casting type above 24 point in set. This is effected by loosening thescrew a44E8 and turning the collar b44z9 90 degrees, The compound lever 4487 is usedin place of b44z7 when casting 48point, i

FIGURE 4

Bumpbody,spring rod stop plates xb63u, For particulars of the use of these platessee page 8,
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FIGURE 5

Latch 5711 and latch abutment
plate 5842 attached to pump ]

mechanism, so that when required
(as when casting display type) the

piston may be caused to make a

sudden down stroke. The drawing |

shows the latch engaged. To dis-
engage the latch, the latch pin plate
60H1H must be moved upwards.

+ol

has
taken
place,
the

de
is

again
sized
up,

,

and
the
lead
and
rule
mould
R

fa

FIGURE 6

Centring pin spring auxiliary spring.
‘This auxiliary spring is placed between
the centring pinspring abutments c5a4
and a5a5 when casting large display
type, so that the pressure of the molten
metal against a large area of the matrix
surface will not force the matrix from its

seating on the mould.

5A2
I—SAi
--a5A5 3605

oT

FIGURE 7

Centring pin gag block. When
itis desired to cast display type
the gag block a140E1E must

be removed from the normal

wedge lock pin b14Bp, to cause
the normal wedge to maintain

a fixed position. The engage-
ment of the gag block with the
transfer wedge shifter lever
arm rod 57D4, as shown in the

drawing, causes the space
transfer wedge to remain in

operation.

al85E1
al35E13
b135E7

al34E13
Xci384E
5182
51B1

141E7
14166
biGEE

136E1E
7253

a7de4
141E7

Left 1S

ES

FIGU!

g

Attachment.
To
apply
this
attachment
to
the
casting
machine
the

any
fine
adjustment
required
being
obtained
by
the

ie

clamping
lever.
After
castin,

ut
of
the
mould,
The
mould
b!

id

blade
is

sized
up,

ped
sideways
by
th

ip

is

pushed
partly

o1

type
carrier
and
composition
mould
are
removed,

and
the
operations
are
repeated,
each
casting
being
fused
to
the
end
of
the
strip
previously
cast.

is

substituted.
When
the
type
carrier
cam
lever
reaches
the
end
of
its
backward
stroke
the
moul

pressure
on

the
mould
blade,
and
the
stri

ge
adjusting
nut.
As

the
centring
pin
lever
descends
the
mould
blade
is

clam

Lead
and
Rule
Castin;

clamping
lever
is

raised,
thus
releasing
the
side

micrometer
wed;

nt
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